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ABSTRACT

A STUDY OF HOME BUILDER ADVERTISING
FOR SMART HOME TECHNOLOGIES

Jared Don Bingham
School of Technology
Master of Science

The purpose of this research is to discover if home builders along the Wasatch
Front in Utah are advertising smart home technologies. Research was conducted by a
review of the display advertisements placed in the Saturday and Sunday editions of The
Deseret Morning News/Salt Lake Tribune from March 4, 2006 through April 1, 2006.
An internet search for smart home terminology was performed on the web sites of home
builders advertising in The Deseret Morning News/Salt Lake Tribune. A review of the
display advertisements for the Deseret Morning News/Salt Lake Tribune revealed that
home builders are not using that medium of advertising for smart home technology. A
review of the usage of smart home terminology on the home builders’ websites showed
similar results. Although there was some usage of smart home terminologies on the
websites, the vast majority were found on only two of the home builders’ websites.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Background of the Research
Fifty years ago homes were constructed with little insulation, minimal number of

circuits protected by fuses and one telephone. Today homes are beginning to come
equipped with security systems, structured wiring, audio controls and home automation
systems (NAHB Research Center, Inc., 2003a; NAHB Research Center, Inc., 2003b).
Bill Gates has been given credit for bringing about this change. In the late 1990s, Gates
turned his home into a technologically advanced domicile. A study of new homeowners
found that consumers are excited about smart home technologies but feel that home
builders could improve on implementing this technology in the homes they build
(American LIVES Inc., 2001).

The Consumer Electronics Association worked in

conjunction with the National Association of Home Builders in conducting a recent study
that found that the majority of builders surveyed felt that it was important to include the
latest in home technology in their advertising (4th Annual State of the Builder Technology
Market, 2005). The Internet Home Alliance (2004) noted that 49 percent of customers
presented with at least one home technology option made a purchase.

However, it is

unknown if home builders along the Wasatch Front, (specifically Utah, Salt Lake, Weber
and Davis Counties of the state of Utah), are advertising and selling smart home
technologies.
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1.2

Statement of the Research
Are home builders along the Wasatch Front advertising smart home technologies?

1.3

Statement of Research Purpose
The purpose of this research is to discover if home builders are advertising smart

home technologies. The review of literature found that home buyers are searching for a
new home in newspapers and on builders’ web sites. The research will seek to give
further insight into whether or not home builders are advertising home technologies.

1.4

Delimitations
For the purpose of this research the following conditions are acknowledged:
1.

For the purpose of this study, research was limited to home builders along
the Wasatch Front who placed display advertisements in The Deseret
Morning News/The Salt Lake Tribune. The advertisements were placed in
the Saturday and Sunday editions between Saturday, March 4, 2006 and
Sunday, April 1, 2006.

2.

The web page search for smart home terminology was a search of the
home builders’ complete web site, not just those web pages that relate to
the Wasatch Front area. The search was done under the premise that a
potential customer looking for smart home features will search the home
builders’ website for the technology as opposed to clicking through a
website’s individual pages trying to find pages relating to smart home
technology.

2

3.

The research was not meant to differentiate between or interpret the
different types of smart home technologies. The research of web pages
will look at the number of occurrences of different specific smart home
terminology. The most common smart home terms were used for the
purposes of the web page research.

1.5

Assumptions
The following assumptions were made while conducting this study:
1.

Home builders who advertise in newspapers besides The Deseret
Morning News/The Salt Lake Tribune use the same advertising
approach in regards to smart home technologies as those home builders
who advertise in The Deseret Morning News/The Salt Lake Tribune.

2.

Advertising done in The Deseret Morning News/The Salt Tribune and
on home builders’ web sites is reflective of all other forms of
advertising by home builders in relation to smart home technologies.

3.

Advertising done by home builders in the Saturday and Sunday
editions of The Deseret Morning News/The Salt Tribune between
March 4, 2006 and April 1, 2006 is reflective of advertising submitted
during all other time periods.

Also, advertising found on home

builders’ websites between June 13, 2006 and June 15, 2006 is
reflective of all other time periods.
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1.6

Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study, the researcher will use many of the definitions used

by the Consumer Electronics Association in their “Rate Your Home’s Technology with
the TechHome Rating System” guide (“Rate Your Home’s Technology,” n.d.).
CCTV Cameras - Closed circuit television (CCTV) systems distribute video signals from
surveillance cameras to monitors within the home.
Home Builder – A licensed general contractor or developer that builds and sells
residential dwelling units.
Home Security System - A system designed to detect the presence of an intruder or other
hazard in a residence or surrounding area. Most are professionally installed, will sound an
alarm at the site, and report to a central station for a monthly fee.
Home Automation System - Coordinates and controls a home’s appliances and systems
including, lighting, heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC), and security
systems so they can work together to improve the safety, comfort and convenience of a
home.
Home Theater Pre-wire - Concealed speaker wires that could drive detached, in-wall or
in-ceiling audio loudspeakers located to provide front left, center and right main
channels, at least two side or rear channels and a subwoofer.
Multi-Room In-Wall Audio/Video Wiring - Wiring inside the walls that could drive
detached, in-wall or in-ceiling audio loudspeakers located in another part of a room or in
other rooms in the house for home theater, music or paging/intercom functions.
National Builder – Residential Builders that are listed in the 2005 Builder 100 listing and
build homes in more than one state.

4

Structured Wiring System - A multipurpose system of in-wall wire and cable that can be
continuously reconfigured to provide updated services to the homeowner. A consortium
of home networking organizations created the Wiring America’s Homes (WAH) program
to define and promote structured wiring based on an established industry standard (TIA
570-A). The WAH Minimum Wiring Recommendation requires the presence of one fourpair UTP Cat 5 cable and; one RG-6 coaxial cable to key rooms in the house, including
home office/den/study, kitchen, family/great room, and each bedroom. All cables are
strung in a star formation to the distribution box.

5
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2 Review of Literature
2.1

Advertising
Advertising can be defined in varying degrees of depth. A general definition

given by Wikipedia’s online encyclopedia includes “the promotion of goods, services,
companies and ideas, usually performed by an identified sponsor.” Another definition
given by Michael J. Motto states that advertising is “making known; calling public
attention to a product, service, or company by means of paid announcements so as to
affect perception or arouse consumer desire to make a purchase or take a particular
action.” According to Lee and Johnson (1999), advertising has three functions: inform,
persuade and remind. Advertising first seeks to inform consumers about products, their
features, and functions. Next advertising persuades consumers into purchasing specific
brands or to change attitudes towards the advertiser’s product.

Finally advertising

reminds customers about a product’s availability by constantly keeping the product in
front of consumers so that they will purchase it instead of alternative brands.
According to Assael (1993) advertising in newspapers has been a great source of
information because “heavy newspaper readers tend to be upscale and have more
discretionary purchasing power,” and that the cost of newspaper advertising has been
increasing at a much lower rate than television advertising. He also notes that another
advantage of newspaper advertising is the ability to target specific locations.

In

comparing the cost of advertising Kuegler (2000) compared different media sources for
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advertising and what a company could get for $700 in advertising money. A company
would be able to advertise in the newspapers classified section for a week, or develop and
host a website for a year. See Table 2-1 for a comparison of other advertising media and
what can be purchased for $700. Kuegler also outlined some of the advantages and
disadvantages of several advertising methods. See Table 2-2 for a comparison.

Table 2-1: Comparison of What $700 Will Purchase from Different Advertising Means
Radio
Two 30-second spots on a morning show of a metropolitan station
Newspaper

One week of three-by-five-inch ads in the classified section of a large circulated
newspaper

Periodicals

Direct Mail

A small classified ad in the trade or hobby-related magazine
One 30-second spot during the morning news show of metropolitan television
station or 10 non-prime-time spots on a cable station
About 700 mailers sent to clients throughout the United States

The Web

Development and a year of hosting of a 10-page Web site

Television

Source: Adapted from (Kuegler, 2000)

Large national audience

Audience can view ads
at their convenience
Relative expense
Instant customer
interaction

Direct Mail

Television

Periodicals

Radio

Newspaper

Marketing Quality

World Wide
Web

Table 2-2: Advantages and Disadvantages of Several Advertising Methods

Yes

Maybe

Maybe

Maybe

Maybe

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Low

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Source: Adapted from (Kuegler 2000)
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According to Lee and Johnson (1999), newspaper advertising has the ability to deliver a
message to customers fast and also gets quick results. Another advantage is the ability to
specifically target customers through special sections that are offered in the newspaper.

2.2

Advertising of Smart Technology
According to the 4th Annual State of the Builder Technology Market survey

(2005), the majority of builders (86 percent surveyed) felt that it was important to
“include the latest in home technologies” in the marketing of their new homes. The study
also showed that 57 percent of those builders surveyed felt that these home technologies
were more important now than they were two years ago. The Internet Home Alliance
(2004) found that when home buyers where given the choice of at least one smart home
technology, 49 percent made a purchase. Of these purchases, security systems, pre-wire,
and home theaters were the top options purchased. Revenue to home and condominium
builders from home electronics has increased from 3.5 percent in 1998 to 18 percent in
2004 according to Frank Guido of Aareas Interactive (2006).
According to the 2005 National Association of Realtors Profile of Home Buyers
and Sellers (2005), 77 percent of home buyers used the internet and 50 percent of home
buyers used the newspaper as a source of information in their home search. The National
Association of Home Builders (NAHB) commissioned a survey that was performed by
Harris Interactive (Merrill, 2006). The survey showed that 23 percent of consumers are
using the newspaper to find a new home. The study also showed that 27 percent of
consumers are using the builder’s web site. The study showed that signage, and internet
listing services are also highly used by consumers in their search for a new home. It is
interesting to point out that builders perceive that only 18 percent of home buyers are
9

using the builder’s web site to find a home. Websites should be developed in a way to
effectively advertise the product and the options of the home builder. Another report,
Technology in The Home 2000 (American LIVES Inc., 2001), reported that 56 percent of
those surveyed said that they “would find out about homes and communities on-line and
then physically explore the ones which they found interesting.” Twenty-six percent
reported that they took the reverse approach by physically exploring and then going to the
home builder’s website. When searching for a home the report noted that 49 percent of
buyers used the internet, and 29 percent did not use the internet but would the next time
when they looked for a home. This report also found that generally the older generation
owning one or no computer is not interested in technology in the home. Of this group of
people, they found that 46 percent “claim they still can’t even set the clock on their
VCRs.”

This report stated that most respondents felt that that best use of the internet

would be to look at a real estate company or the Multiple Listing Service. However, 85
percent of respondents stated that they somewhat or strongly agreed that an advantage of
a new home is that it can have the latest in technology wiring. Although some customers
might be looking for a home through a real estate professional, the information on the
home must come from the home builder. See Table 2-3 for other responses.

Table 2-3: Percent of Respondents Somewhat or Strongly Agreeing with Statements about
Technological Products
I'm on the lookout for interesting new products for my home
81.26
Houses should be built like cars with computerized controls
60.08
I am excited about the possibilities of technology in the home
84.93
One advantage of buying a new home is that it can be wired for all this new
technology
84.93
New home builders need to do a better job integrating technology
84.12

Source: Adapted from (American LIVES Inc., 2001)
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2.3

Building and Design
Smart home technology is seen as a product for high end homes. Two Builder

Practices Reports for 2002 showed the number of certain types of home automation,
security, or electronic devices installed in new single family and multifamily dwellings
for both the United States and Utah (NAHB Research Center, Inc., 2003a; NAHB
Research Center, Inc., 2003b). Of the home features included in the survey, the reports
showed that programmable thermostats, multi-line phone systems, and monitored
security systems were the most frequently installed systems. A relatively small amount
of dwellings had home theaters, home automation, home audio or home video systems
installed. See Table 2-4 for a comparison of smart home technologies and their rates of
installation for Utah and the United States according to the Builder Practices Reports.
The 4th Annual State of the Builder Technology Market Study (2005) found that
structured wiring had the highest rate of installation in new homes (49.3 percent). See
Figure 2-1 for a comparison of installation rates of other smart home technologies
according to this study. Another Builder Practices Report for single family housing for
the Colorado and Utah areas showed that only 60 percent of builders were installing
structured wiring in starter homes, whereas 91 percent of builders were installing it in
luxury homes (NAHB Research Center, Inc., 2003d). The same report surveyed builders
on reasons that would increase the installation rate of structured wiring. Of the builders
surveyed that were not installing structured wiring, 100 percent said that they would start
offering structured wiring when homeowners started asking for it. A fifth of the same set
of builders identified competitors offering structured wiring as a reason to begin offering
the technology. See Table 2-5 for a comparison of other reasons.
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Table 2-4: Comparison of Smart Technologies and Their Rate of Installation in Utah and the U.S.

Smart Technology

Utah

United States

Intercom/ Entrance phone
4.1%
7.6%
Video entrance phone
0.5%
2.5%
Whole home control or automation
3.1%
2.5%
Security system
21.8%
40.3%
Lighting control
2.1%
2.9%
Programmable thermostat
58.5%
44.3%
Whole house audio system
8.3%
7.0%
Whole house video access
2.1%
2.8%
Home theater
2.6%
5.2%
Multi-line phone system
45.6%
44.3%
Sources: Adapted from (NAHB Research Center, Inc., 2003a; NAHB Research
Center, Inc., 2003b).

60.0%

50.0%

49.3%

40.0%

29.2%

30.0%

20.0%
15.0%
10.8%

10.8%

10.0%

7.1%

5.6%

0.0%
Structured wiring

Monitored
security

Distributed audio

Home theater

Energy
management

Automated
lighting control

Home automation

Figure 2-1: Smart Home Technologies and Their Rate of Installation in New Homes
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Table 2-5: What Would Increase Likelihood of Offering Structured Wiring by Single Family Home
Builders Not Currently Installing Structured Wiring in Colorado and Utah

What would improve offering of technology

Percent

A better understanding of structured wiring
6.5%
Homebuyers begin asking for it
100.0%
Other builders in my area begin offering it
20.1%
Available through my electrical contractor
8.4%
More profitable to install
2.0%
Price of structured wiring decreases
2.0%
Source: Adapted from (NAHB Research Center, Inc., 2003d)

Of those homebuilders that were installing some structured wiring, 89 percent
stated that they would increase availability of structured wiring when homeowners started
asking for it, and 68 percent cited that a decrease in the cost of the wiring would increase
their probability of installation. See Table 2-6 for a comparison of other reasons. For
builders of multifamily dwellings in the U.S. Census mountain region, homebuyers
asking for structured wiring also ranked high among the reasons why these builders
would increase the availability of structured wiring in their product (NAHB Research
Center, Inc., 2003c). See Table 2-7 and Table 2-8 to see responses of builders of multifamily dwellings.

Table 2-6: What Would Increase Likelihood of Offering Structured Wiring by Single Family Home
Builders Currently Installing Some Structured Wiring in Colorado and Utah

What would improve offering of technology

Percent

A better understanding of structured wiring
29.4%
Homebuyers begin asking for it
88.9%
Other builders in my area begin offering it
11.8%
Available through my electrical contractor
7.2%
More profitable to install
52.9%
Price of structured wiring decreases
68.0%
Source: Adapted from (NAHB Research Center, Inc., 2003d)
13

According to the 4th Annual State of the Builder Technology Market survey
(2005), builders cited a need to compete in the market as a reason to install structured
wiring and monitored security. Builders’ main reasoning for installing distributed audio,
home theaters, lighting control and home automation was to increase profit potential. Of
the companies surveyed that did not install smart home equipment, their main reason
cited was that there was not a demand for the technology.

Table 2-7: What Would Increase Likelihood of Offering Structured Wiring in Multi-Family
Dwellings by Mountain Region Home Builders Not Currently Installing Structured Wiring

What would improve offering of technology

Percent

A better understanding of structured wiring
87.0%
Homebuyers begin asking for it
91.1%
Other builders in my area begin offering it
0.0%
Available through my electrical contractor
0.0%
More profitable to install
4.8%
Price of structured wiring decreases
4.8%
Source: Adapted from (NAHB Research Center, Inc., 2003c)

Table 2-8: What Would Increase Likelihood of Offering Structured Wiring in Multi-Family
Dwellings by Mountain Region Home Builders Currently Installing Some Structured Wiring

What would improve offering of technology

Percent

A better understanding of structured wiring
15.0%
Homebuyers begin asking for it
35.9%
Other builders in my area begin offering it
2.7%
Available through my electrical contractor
3.8%
More profitable to install
72.7%
Price of structured wiring decreases
19.3%
Source: Adapted from (NAHB Research Center, Inc., 2003c)

In comparison, the Home Design Trends Survey by the American Institute of
Architects (AIA), showed there has been an increase in popularity of smart home
14

technology (Baker, 2005). Seventy percent of architects surveyed reported that wireless
and data systems were becoming more popular. Audio systems and lighting automation
also showed an increase in attractiveness.

2.4

Wireless Devices
In recent years, wireless technology has been growing in popularity. Forrester

Research reported in 2005 that 27 percent of online users connect to the internet
wirelessly. This is up from 9 percent in 2003. Many wireless devices can be purchased
at affordable prices from a local electronics store. As a result, home builders may not be
willing to offer smart home options. Although wireless devices have become more
popular recently, they still have their disadvantages. A study performed by 2Wire noted
that “44 percent of homeowners interviewed admitted they would be tempted to snoop on
a neighbor’s wireless network should the opportunity arise. 21 percent claimed that they
could see their neighbor’s wireless network, and 4 percent claimed they had accidentally
attached to their neighbors wireless network” (Columbia University Information
Technology, 2004). According to Ken Briggs of Electronics World the wireless network
can not offer the speed of a wired system. Briggs also noted that a wireless system does
not allow consumers the freedom to transfer high definition television signals (Electronic
House Magazine, 2006).

Tim Woods of the Internet Home Alliance stated, “With

wireless, you still have some dead spots and interference that causes reliability issues.”
However, Woods believes that eventually the smart home will become completely
wireless, but that currently the technology is not dependable enough (The Boston Globe,
2006).
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Although many electronic devices are becoming wireless, it does not eliminate the
model of the smart home. Graham-Rowe (2005) noted that new changes in wireless
networking standards could actually make home automation more realistic. Wireless
technology could speed up consumer acceptance of smart home technologies.

2.5

Smart Homes: Past and Present
The history of smart homes is found predominantly in the past decade. The future

of smart homes is forecast to dominate traditional American homes.

Bill Gates is

credited for beginning the smart home trend. In the late 1990s, Gates transformed his
“Washington home into a fully automated palace” complete with automatic lighting and
music selection controlled via individually worn smart cards (Toprani, 2004). Starting
with the wealthy, smart homes are now filtering into the middle class realm. Due to 9/11,
people are spending more time at home and, in turn, investing more money in those
homes. “The average consumer now spends about $1,200 a year on electronics,” says
Jason Knott, editor of CE Pro magazine (Toprani, 2004).
Currently “consumers are purchasing consumer electronics in record numbers,
with digital products the primary driver of industry growth. The consensus among
industry analysts is that the near future will see an unprecedented wave of connected
home products aimed at the market between high-end residential installations and mass
market households” (Internet Home Alliance, Inc., 2004).

Home networking

technologies appeal to consumers. According to the ALQ/Real Estate Intelligence Report
for February of 2005, “51 percent of builders said buyers are again starting to ask about
smart home technology...” (Koprowski, 2005). Jeff Lyons is the general manager of
Realestate.com based in Atlanta. Lyons notes that smart home components are not being
16

included in new construction, but “builders are setting up the home’s wiring to
accommodate bundled Internet, phone and broadcast technology, and many are laying
cables that link together kitchen appliances, TVs, stereos and computers. Builders are
laying the groundwork for these smart homes for a reason. More recently, buyers are
citing innovation as one of the top desires in a new home. The idea of the smart home is
becoming more of the norm” (Koprowski, 2005).

2.6

Smart Homes: Why They Are Desirable
Smart homes offer consumers security, comfort, convenience, entertainment and

independence at a lower cost than ever before. From riches to rags, what was once
available only to the wealthy is now being offered to the middle-class population. The
following discussion of smart home features displays an introduction of basic smart home
technologies as well as extreme, deluxe features which may not be feasible or realistic for
the average consumer.

2.6.1

Decreased Prices

One reason smart homes are available at lowered prices is because some builders
are pre-wiring for technology. “It’s a relatively low-cost item today for the builder to run
extra wired through walls before the house is complete and install a control box in the
basement,” says Realtor Jeff R. Lord of Long & Foster (Koprowski, 2005). When
installation begins in the new construction phase, the high price and difficulty of
retrofitting an existing home is eliminated (Wright, 2006).
Another reason for lowered prices is advanced technology. “Now integrated
systems, for as little as a few thousand dollars, can control a home’s security system, the
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water hose in the yard, the thermostat and even the entertainment center,” states Mark
Morgan who is vice president of marketing at Control4 (Koprowski, 2005). Based in Salt
Lake City, Utah, Control4 develops smart home controls. Morgan also noted that mass
marketing is also pushing down the price for the new technology.
Additionally, once the upfront cost of smart homes has been satisfied, energy
saving features decrease maintenance costs. Increasing efficiency “allows homeowners
to save time by unifying and automating tasks and to save money by reducing energy
usage.” Using an Energy Monitor, home owners can “identify costs associated with the
lights left on. An air conditioner running when no one is home, or the TV or computers
left on when not in use.” Once identified, the energy – and money – spent can be saved.
An Energy Monitor can also identify areas money can be saved by shifting the time the
energy is used. For example, since energy costs less at night, a dishwasher should be in
use at that time. Finally, an Energy Monitor can make “recommendations for replacing
existing energy wasting appliances, and other conservation tips.” The Energy Monitor
placed third in customer desirability in a study conducted by Internet Home Alliance in
2005. Safety and security were most preferred, and environmental control was second.
The report, Market Potential for Smart Homes that was published in 2000 noted
that the use of smart home technology must increase in order to bring about the
economies of scale that are necessary for a large reduction in price (Joseph Rowntree
Foundation). Although prices have declined over the past few years, there is still room
for improvement. A report published in 2005 by In-Stat stated that “venders are realizing
that systems need to come down in price for any sort of mass-market acceptance.” The
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report also noted that prices were not as low as expected by buyers, and as a result a
widespread demand has not occurred.

2.6.2

Security

Peace of mind is achieved when “worries are alleviated with the knowledge the
system is monitoring for smoke, leaks, intruders and other such problems.” According to
the aforementioned study by Internet Home Alliance, “consumers said keeping their
family safe and protecting their home trumped the benefits of the other concepts” (2005).
Preventing damage and catastrophe also prevents the cost of damage and catastrophe.
Consumers appreciate the ability to monitor the security of their homes and families from
a remote location. Peace of mind is available while at work or on vacation (Internet
Home Alliance, Inc., 2005).

The Joseph Rowntree Foundation (2000) noted that 70

percent of respondents felt that safety and security were desirable features of a smart
home. These items were desired by more respondents than any other smart home feature
in the survey.
Smart homes can provide security in a plethora of ways. Motion detectors and
surveillance cameras (accessed through the Internet) can be set up to monitor the
premises. A door can be programmed to unlock using an iris scanner or a biometric palm
reader.

“Smart card technology could help an Alzheimer’s patient who wanders away

from the kitchen with the stove on, or notify a parent when a curious child gets into the
medicine cabinet” (Toprani, 2004).
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2.6.3

Comfort

Unlike the necessity of security, comfort tends to be a luxury. Still, homeowners
in the study by Internet Home Alliance (2005) placed environmental control second in
desirability of the three concepts identified and tested. Customers enjoy being able to
program their homes. The environment can be controlled (remotely) by time and by
zone. At the ZigBee Open House and Exposition in Chicago in September 2005, amidst
a collection of other new gadget debuts, a wireless system was presented that “lets you
network your home entertainment system with environmental controls such as light
dimmers or a thermostat. The point of such a setup: “to automatically set just the right
mood when you’re watching DVDs or listening to music” (Graham-Rowe, 2005).
Apparently, the comfort zone of customers is going to become more comfortable!

2.6.4

Convenience

Along with comfort, convenience is entering the market. As Jon Adams, director
of radio technology and strategy at the ZigBee Alliance based in Phoenix, explains the
transformation, “The smart home is no longer just for the uber-wealthy or uber-techie.
It’s no longer a challenge for your mother to use the technology” (Koprowski, 2005).
Convenience is defined by Internet Home Alliance as having a system that “brings
together disparate services into a single interface, allowing easy access and control when
at home or out and about” (2005).

Simon Wegerif, general manager of Philips

Semiconductors, adds to this definition, “When technology becomes more integrated into
the everyday things we use and what we do, products will take less of our time and
energy, require less space in our homes, and make it easy to experience and value the
benefits.” Wegerif preceded this by explaining that a study had been performed that
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demonstrated consumers do not like technology, but they do like the benefits of
technology (Bursky, 2004).
The conveniences available to smart home customers are making an entry into the
market. A robotic vacuum cleaner is available to automatically clean floors, adjusting to
the surface as it cleans. Perfect lighting is available via window shades and lights
automatically adjusting in response to available daylight. (Of course, this is an energy
saver as well.) Refrigerators have the capacity to catalog the contents to make recipe
recommendations.

Countertops can offer recipes as well upon the plugging in of

appliances. An LED screen that displays a changing array of artwork can morph into a
whiteboard, from dining ambiance to homework assistance. Likewise, an LED screen for
entertainment can be switched to a mirror. Along with suggesting recipe, smart homes
can make suggestions on attire, report on the weather, and monitor who is at the door
(Toprani, 2004).

2.6.5

Independence

Elderly and disabled individuals are allotted increased independence through
smart home technology. The portion of the population consisting of these individuals is
increasing. The 2004 US Census Bureau predicts that 13 percent of the population will
be 65 or older by 2010 (Cheek, Nikpour & Nowlin, 2005).

According to the

Administration on Aging, 19 percent of the same category of people is expected to
develop some limitations and 4 percent is expected to develop severe limitations that will
hamper activities of daily living. “According to the National Academy for State Health
Policy, a nationwide increase of 30% in assisted living and board-and-care facilities was
noted between 1998 and 2000” (Cheek, Nikpour & Nowlin, 2005). However, most aging
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adults desire the familiarity, comfort, and independence of their own homes. Smart home
technology is making that possible. “Some examples of this technology include lighting
and motion sensors, environmental controls, video cameras, automated timers,
emergency assistance and alerts, and wearable body sensors” (Cheek, Nikpour & Nowlin,
2005).

During the second annual National Aging in Place Week, the National

Association of Home Builders acknowledged the needs of baby boomers and the need for
future homes to be designed with smart home technology already installed.
One concern for older adults and disabled individuals is emergency assistance.
Personal alarm systems and emergency response telephones have been developed to link
individuals with a response center. Devices that monitor health status (vital signs, etc.)
have been introduced into the market. Clapper light systems and remote keyless entry
systems have also been developed for enhanced security. A second concern that needs to
be met is the detection of falls. A third of individuals ages 65 and older will fall each
year. Technology can alert staff of falls, individuals wandering from home, or even of
low food and medicine rations. Another concern is the administration of medication.
Talking glucose monitors, automated pill dispensers, and nurse via camera are examples
of available technology. Hearing, visually, and cognitively impaired individuals can also
gain independence through similar smart home technology (Cheek, Nikpour & Nowlin,
2005).
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3 Methodology
3.1

Process
Research was conducted by a review of the display advertisements placed in the

Saturday and Sunday editions of The Deseret Morning News/Salt Lake Tribune from
March 4, 2006 through April 1, 2006. This period was chosen by the researcher, because
in the United States, the month of March had the most new home sales in five of the last
six years, including one year of tied sales (U.S. Census Bureau, 2006).
Of those builders found to advertise in the Deseret Morning News/Salt Lake
Tribune, a review of their website was performed. Because of the interlinking nature of
web pages, a site specific internet search of smart home “key words” was done to find out
how these builders were advertising these features on their websites. The resulting pages
were then viewed to see their relevance, and in what way these terms were used in the
website.
The population was Utah home builders along the Wasatch Front (Utah, Salt Lake,
Weber and Davis Counties of the state of Utah). The Wasatch Front was chosen by the
researcher for this initial test study because of his familiarity with the market. The
population sample consisted of those home builders that used display advertising in the
Deseret Morning News/Salt Lake Tribune during the research period.
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3.2

Market Area
The National Association of Realtors (2006) showed that there was a considerable

difference in the median sales price of homes when comparing the Salt Lake City
metropolitan area ($184,200) with the western United States ($344,000) and with the
United States ($217,900) as a whole. Builder magazine publishes reports on the top 100
builders in the nation and on the market share of home builders in the nation’s most
active home building markets. According to a comparison of Builder’s statistics, the top
ten builders of the 2005 Builder 100 had an estimated 28 percent of the
Phoenix/Mesa/Scottsdale, Arizona market; 45 percent of the Las Vegas/Paradise, Nevada
market; 38 percent of the Denver/Aurora, Colorado market; and 10 percent of the Salt
Lake City, Utah market. Noticeably, there is a large market share difference between the
Salt Lake City, Utah market and the other housing markets with regards to the presence
of the top ten national builders. The Local Leader Listing also ranks metropolitan areas
according to the number of home building permits filed. The Salt Lake City area with
9,248 permits was ranked fiftieth out of seventy-five areas ranked (Builder 100, 2006;
Local Leaders 2005, 2006). See Figure 3-1 for a comparison of nearby states.
According to Construction Monitor (2006), the Wasatch Front had 15,550 permits
filed for single family home for 2005. Of these permits 2,221 or 14.3 percent were filed
by five national builders. The Wasatch Front, as defined by the Construction Monitor for
data purposes, includes Weber, Morgan, Davis, Summit, Wasatch, Tooele, Utah and Salt
Lake Counties. See Table 3-1 for a list of these builders and the number of new home
permits filed. For the purpose of this research and in accordance with the definition of
national builder as defined by the author, Ivory Homes was not considered a national
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builder, because it only has a Utah presence. However, Ivory Homes, is ranked 86th in
the 2005 builder 100 listing. Of the permits filed along the Wasatch Front, 1006 or 6.5
percent were filed by owner builders with a valuation of $244,961,971. See Table 3-2
for a list of the Wasatch Front’s top ten home builders according to the number of
building permits filed. The table also shows the corresponding valuation of those permits
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Figure 3-1: Western Housing Markets with Permits Filed and Local Leader Listing Ranking for 2005

Table 3-1: National Home Builders and Permits for Wasatch Front for 2005

National Home Builder

Permits

Richmond American Homes
888
Fieldstone Homes
586
Woodside Homes
453
DR Horton
211
Centex Homes
83
Source: Adapted from (Construction Monitor, 2006)
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Table 3-2: Wasatch Front Top Ten Home Builders According to Permits with Market Share and
Permit Valuation

Market
Share
Ivory Homes
1065
6.8%
Richmond American Homes
888
5.7%
Fieldstone Homes
586
3.8%
Woodside Homes
453
2.9%
Salisbury Homes
426
2.7%
Holmes Homes
324
2.1%
Hamlet Homes
250
1.6%
Perry Homes
231
1.5%
DR Horton
211
1.4%
Desert Point Builders
209
1.3%
Source: Adapted from (Construction Monitor, 2006)
Home Builder

3.3

Permits

Valuation
$216,157,015
$143,660,807
$122,114,042
$75,321,928
$62,784,600
$45,607,100
$36,345,372
$44,834,526
$34,648,186
$34,409,589

Newspaper Selection
Because this research dealt with the advertising of builders along the Wasatch

Front, a newspaper had to be chosen with the highest circulation and readership in that
area. The Audit Bureau of Circulations is an independent organization that publishes
reports verifying newspaper circulation.

The most recent report, dated June 2004,

showed a combined Wasatch Front daily circulation of the Salt Lake Tribune and Deseret
Morning News of 178,698. The combined Sunday circulation was 194,970 newspapers.
The Salt Lake Tribune and Deseret Morning News share advertising (A. Perschon,
personal communication, May 26, 2006). Advertising for these newspapers is handled by
a third party called the Newspaper Agency Corporation. Any advertising contracted out
with the Newspaper Agency Corp will appear in both newspapers. An exception is that
the Deseret Morning News does not accept advertising “for alcohol (including beer),
tobacco, tea or coffee; NC-17 or X-rated movies; unlicensed massage therapy; astrology
services; gambling; or escort and adult entertainment services” (Newspaper Agency
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Corporation, 2006). An independent survey performed by Scarborough Research showed
(A. Perschon, personal communication, May 26, 2006) that for the first quarter of 2006,
advertising placed with these two newspapers reached approximately 506,828 adults on
Sundays and 406,768 adults on weekdays along the Wasatch Front. For every newspaper
that is circulated, there are just over two readers of that newspaper. As of 2002 research,
the U.S. Census Bureau reported that the Wasatch Front had 587,283 households. A
2004 U.S. Census Bureau estimate of the population of the Wasatch Front was 1,808,488
people.

3.4

Webpage Search
Due to the extensive interlinking nature of websites, a thorough means of

searching a home builder’s website was needed so as to eliminate missed pages or
overlooked smart home terminology. A number of search engines could have been
chosen to perform this task, but Google was chosen because it is the top ranked internet
search engine (Sullivan, 2006). According to the Google Help Center (2006) on search
features, “The word ‘site’ followed by a colon enables one to restrict the search to a
specific site. To do this, one uses the site:sampledomain.com syntax in the Google
search box.” For example, the search term “smart home site:www.byu.edu” performs a
search for the terms “smart” and “home” on Brigham Young University’s website. Any
page that has these two terms would be shown in the results. At the top of the results
page, the approximate number of pages on the website that have the searched for
terminology will be shown. In this study of home builder web pages, the resulting pages
were reviewed for applicability and relevance to the research question.
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3.5

Smart Home Terminology
The researcher chose the following smart home terms to be searched for in The

Deseret Morning News/Salt Lake Tribune and in a review of the sample population’s
websites: structured wiring, surround sound, automation, automated, lighting control,
audio, video, programmable, smart home, camera, security, theater, speaker, and
intercom. Terms were kept simple and general so as to not eliminate any pages that
might be applicable. An initial review of these builders’ websites and key words was
performed. In the process of the review, it was discovered by the researcher that Google
would automatically eliminate web pages similar to the displayed search results but
deemed as irrelevant. The researcher had to go to the end of the search results and click
on the link titled “repeat the search with the omitted results included” so that all possible
pages were considered in the review. Those web pages whose description showed that
their terminology was related to smart home technology were opened. Many web pages
had smart home terminology in the description, but when the link was clicked on, the
page no longer existed. The researcher did not include these pages in the count of
relevant pages, because they could not provide customers with any information. In the
searching process the researcher also discovered different and additional usages of smart
home terminology. Some of the original search words chosen were simplified, and
additional words were added. For example, a search for the word “surround sound” was
changed to a search for just the word “sound”. Although this caused a greater number of
irrelevant web pages to be displayed in the search, it also produced more accurate results.
In addition, a search of the plural form of some of the key words was performed. The
final list of smart home search terms was: structured, sound, automation, automated,
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control, audio, video, programmable, smart, camera, cameras, security, theater, speaker,
speakers, intercom, technology, data, communications, music, pre-wired, and CCTV.
This list of smart home phrases was meant to give a reasonable representation of common
smart home terminology. It was not meant to be all inclusive; other usages, spellings,
names, or phrases might have given different results.
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4 Findings
4.1

Newspaper Results
The following are the results from the information gathered from the newspapers.

There were a total of 71 display advertisements for home builders for the research period.
Of the Sunday newspapers, there was only one display advertisement placed by home
builders. Table 4-1 shows the results for the Saturdays and Sundays that had display ads
for the research period.

Table 4-1: Number of display ads placed in newspaper by date
# of display
Date
ads
Saturday, March 4, 2006
13
Sunday, March 5, 2006
0
Saturday, March 11, 2006
14
Sunday, March 12, 2006
0
Saturday, March 18, 2006
16
Sunday, March 19, 2006
1
Saturday, March 25, 2006
14
Sunday, March 26, 2006
0
Saturday, April 1, 2006
13
Sunday, April 2, 2006
0
Total
71

The Saturday edition of the newspaper has a section titled Utah Real Estate: At
Home in Utah, a section devoted to articles and advertising on homes. This section
contained the majority of advertisements for home builders. This explains why the
majority of the home builder advertisements were placed in the Saturday edition of the
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newspaper as opposed to the Sunday edition. Table 4-2 through Table 4-7 shows the
breakdown of the advertisements for the days that had display ads placed by home
builders.

Table 4-2: Display ads for Saturday, March 4, 2006
Company
Arbor Residential Properties
DR Horton
Garbett Homes
Hamlet Homes
Ivory Homes
Juniper Point
Liberty Homes
McMullin Homes
Reliance Homes
Sunstone Corporation
Symphony Homes
Woodside Homes
Wright Homes
Totals

#
of
ads
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
13

Smart
home
features
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

#
of
ads
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
14

Smart
home
features
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

Table 4-3: Display ads for Saturday, March 11, 2006
Company
Arbor Residential Properties
DR Horton
Hamlet Homes
Ivory Homes
Juniper Point/Rosecrest Utah
Liberty Homes
McMullin Homes
Reliance Homes
Richmond American Homes
Sunstone Corporation
Symphony Homes
Woodside Homes
Wright Homes
Totals
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Table 4-4: Display ads for Saturday, March 18, 2006
Company
Arbor Residential Properties
Daybreak
DR Horton
Fieldstone
Hamlet Homes
Hawkin Homes and Communities
Ivory Homes
Juniper Point/Rosecrest Utah
Liberty Homes
Reliance Homes
Richmond American Homes
Sunstone Corportation
Symphony Homes
Woodside Homes
Wright Homes
Totals

#
of
ads
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
16

Smart
home
features
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

#
of
ads
1
1

Smart
home
features
none
none

Table 4-5: Display ads for Sunday, March 19, 2006
Company
Ivory Homes
Totals
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Table 4-6: Display ads for Saturday, April 1, 2006
Company
Arbor Residential Properties
DR Horton
Garbett Homes
Gulbrandsen Communities
Hamlet Homes
Juniper Point/Rosecrest Utah
Liberty Homes
McMullin Homes
Reliance Homes
Richmond American Homes
Sunstone Corportation
Symphony Homes
Woodside Homes
Wright Homes
Totals

#
of
ads
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
14

Smart
home
features
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

#
of
ads
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
13

Smart
home
features
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

Table 4-7: Display ads for Saturday, April 1, 2006
Company
Arbor Residential Properties
DR Horton
Ivory Homes
Hamlet Homes
Juniper Point/Rosecrest Utah
Liberty Homes
McMullin Homes
Reliance Homes
Richmond American Homes
Sunstone Corportation
Symphony Homes
Woodside Homes
Wright Homes
Totals
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Of the home builders advertising in the newspaper, there were varying amounts of
display advertisements placed by each home builder. Table 4-8 shows the company and
the number of display advertisements placed by each company for the research period.
Samples of the newspaper display advertisements can be found in Appendix A.

Table 4-8: Number of display ads placed by company
# of display
Company
ads
Hamlet Homes
7
Arbor Residential Properties
5
DR Horton
5
Ivory Homes
5
Juniper Point/Rosecrest Utah
5
Liberty Homes
5
Reliance Homes
5
Sunstone Corporation
5
Symphony Homes
5
Woodside Homes
5
Wright Homes
5
McMullin Homes
4
Richmond American Homes
4
Garbett Homes
2
Daybreak
1
FieldStone
1
Gulbrandsen Communities
1
Hawkins Homes and
Communities
1

4.2

Webpage Results
A review of the websites of the home builders that had display advertisements in

the newspaper was performed. Web addresses and corresponding builders are listed in
Table 4-9. See Table 4-10 for a list of search words and corresponding usages irrelevant
to smart home technology.
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Table 4-9: Builder and Corresponding Website Address
Company
Website address
Arbor Residential Properties
www.arborresidential.com
Daybreak
www.DaybreakUtah.com
DR Horton
www.drhorton.com
Fieldstone
www.BIGhomesSMALLprices.com
Garbett Homes
www.garbetthomes.com
Gulbrandsen Communities
None
Hamlet Homes
www.HamletHomes.com
Hawkins Homes and Communities
www.hawkinshomes.com
Ivory Homes
www.ivoryhomes.com
Juniper Point/Rosecrest Utah
www.RosecrestUtah.com
Liberty Homes
www.libertyhomes.com
McMullin Homes
www.mcmullinhomes.com
Reliance Homes
www.reliancehomes.com
Richmond American Homes
www.RichmondAmerican.com
Sunstone Corporation
www.sunstonecorporation.com
Symphony Homes
www.symphonyhomes.com
Woodside Homes
www.woodsidegroupinc.com
Wright Homes
www.builditwright.com

The search of home builders’ web sites was performed between June 13, 2006 and
June 15, 2006. The results of the search are shown in Table 4-11. Three builders had the
searched for terminology on a webpage, but the researcher felt the usage was unclear.
For example, Garbett Homes had an upgrade titled as “smart box on half wall.” Of the
twenty-two searched for terms, only thirteen were on any of the home builders’ web sites,
of which the term “pre-wired” was the most often found term. See Figure 4-1 for a
comparison of smart home terms and their total number of occurrences.

Of the smart

home terms, only five of the thirteen terms found were on more than one of the home
builders’ website. See Figure 4-2 for a comparison of these smart home terms and the
number of builders’ websites that had these terms. Smart home terminology was found
on only six of the eighteen home builders’ websites with a total of 376 occurrences. The
majority (84 percent) of the smart home vocabulary words found were on DR Horton’s
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web site. See Figure 4-3 for a comparison of these six builders and the number of
occurrences of smart home terminology on their websites.

Figure 4-4 shows a

comparison of these home builders and the number of different smart home terms found
on their websites. Many of the websites used different words in what appeared to the
researcher to mean the same thing. For example: audio wiring, surround sound, interior
sound, music package, and home sound package, all appeared to the researcher to mean
the same smart home feature. There were no web sites that had a section or link
specifically devoted to smart home technology.

Table 4-10: Irrelevant Search Results Based Upon Search Term
Search Term

Irrelevant Search Results

Automated

automated underwriting

Automation
Communications

title automation system
email communications, Spanish communications, communications
skills, Qwest Communications, SBC Communications

Control

quality control, flood control, erosion control

Data

We do not knowingly solicit data from children

Music

enjoy live music, music (community events)

Pre-wired

Smart

pre-wired ceiling fan, pre-wired garage door
website security, social security, [neighborhood privacy and]
security
smart career move, smart choice, smart buy, smart move, smart
floorplans

Sound

sound decision, sound proof, ticking sound, sound estimating,

Speakers
Technology

guest speakers
7595 Technology Way, UTOPIA, information technology, direct
vent technology

Theater

theater nearby

Video

[viewable] video

Security
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Table 4-11: Occurrences of Smart Home Technology Terms on Corresponding Home Builder’s Website
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0

0

0

0
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Cameras
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1
1

0

0
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1
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1
1
1
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Security
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Music

Intercom

14

Theater
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0

Technology

2

0
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3

Speakers

1
0

Speaker

Communications

57

Sound

0

Smart

1
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60

Security

0
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12
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0

Camera

90
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0
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16
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Figure 4-1: Total Number of Occurrences of Smart Home Terms on Home Builders’ Websites
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Figure 4-2: Number of Home Builders with Listed Smart Home Terms on their Website
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5 Conclusion, Recommendations, Implications, and
Recommendations for Future Research
5.1

Conclusion
A review of the display advertisements for the Deseret Morning News/Salt Lake

Tribune revealed that home builders are not using this media for advertising of smart
home technology. Although several home builders had display advertisements in the
Saturday edition, most of these advertisements were very basic in form: showing the
builder’s name, phone number, model locations, website address and price range. Rarely
did these advertisements display features or options that were available in the builders’
homes.
A review of the usage of smart home terminology on the home builders’ websites
showed similar results. Although there was some usage of smart home terminologies on
the websites, the vast majority (98.7 percent) were on DR Horton’s website, and
Richmond American Homes’ website. It is interesting to note that both of these builders
are among the top ten builders in the nation. While builders have stated that they will
start to include smart home features in their homes when buyers start asking for it
(NAHB Research Center, Inc., 2003c; NAHB Research Center, Inc., 2003d), the review
of literature found that home buyers have begun asking and are excited about the what
smart technology can offer them (American LIVES Inc., 2001). In the 4th Annual State
of the Home Builder Technology Market Study (2005), 86 percent of builders surveyed
felt that it was important to “include the latest in home technologies” in the marketing of
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their new homes. If builders believe this and home buyers are asking for it, why are local
builders not advertising these features? If local builders fail to cater to what home buyers
are asking for, they will continue to lose market share to the larger national builders.

5.2

Recommendations
Smart homes are still new to many consumers, as well as to home builders. As a

result, there are many different terms used and ideas on how this technology works and
can be utilized. Builders should devote a specific link on their website to this technology.
This link should provide consumers with a better understanding of smart home
technology and its terminology.
Although smart home technology has decreased in price over the past few years, it
is still quite expensive and unnecessary.

As a result, its implementation has been

delayed. If homes are to become smarter, installers and manufacturers of this technology
need to make the prices more reasonable for the purchase and installation of equipment.
While some of the literature stated that smart home technology was no longer just for the
wealthy, conversations of the researcher with installers have made him believe otherwise.
Installers of smart home technology need to make better efforts to educate home builders
about this technology.
Because technology is ever changing and numerous options exist for smart
homes, it is important for installers to be up to date on these various systems. While the
researcher feels that electricians have adequate knowledge and skills to install a
structured wiring system, more complex electronics, systems, and wiring should be
performed by audio video companies that have experience in these areas. Many electrical
contractors have taken on these tasks to increase revenues. The problem is that most of
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these organizations are not up to date on the types of devices, the changes in technology,
or in the limitations of these technologies. If homeowners are to spend the money to
implement smart home technology it should be through businesses that have a thorough
understanding of the technology, have show rooms, and are familiar with the changes that
are taking place.

5.3

Implications
If home builders fail to advertise smart home features, the adoption of these

technologies will continue to be slow. The Builder Practices reports found that the
majority of home builders would start installing smart home technology when home
buyers started asking for it (NAHB Research Center, Inc., 2003a; NAHB Research
Center, Inc., 2003b; NAHB Research Center, Inc., 2003d). One of the functions of
advertising is to inform buyers of what is available. If home buyers are unaware of smart
home features, they cannot start to ask home builders for them. Economies of scale can
only be achieved if home owners become aware of these technologies and start to have
them installed in their home.
From this study, it appears that the large national builders are the ones that are
advertising smart home features on their websites. Also, local builders in other area
might not be advertising these options. As those buying homes continue to be the ones
familiar with technology, local builders will continue to lose market share to those
national builders that make it know to consumers that options are available. Also,
builders that fail to advertise and offer smart home options will be failing to capitalize on
a market that appears to be growing in demand.
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The Technology in the Home study found that generally the older generation and
those with one or no computer are those that are not interested in technology in the home
(American LIVES Inc., 2001). Everyday, computers are becoming a larger part of our
lives. Children now are growing up with computers and technology being a part of their
everyday existence. In fact, many of the young adults currently buying homes had
computers in their homes when growing up and remember the days of the Apple IIe and
Commodore 64 computers. As home buyers increasingly become those that are familiar
with computers and technology, there will be an increasing desire for smart home
features. If individual home builders fail to advertise smart home features and become
familiar with these technologies themselves, they will lose potential customers to builders
who are willing.

They will be failing to fulfill the second purpose of advertising:

persuading customers to buy their product instead of the competitions’.

5.4

Recommendations for Future Research
This research focused on the advertising of home builders along the Wasatch

Front.

Further research could be done to investigate if builders in other areas are

advertising smart homes.

While this research contained results from several large

builders, further study could look at many of the large national builders as a whole.
There could also be further research into the types of builders. For example, are luxury
or move-up builders advertising smart home technology?
The findings of this research suggested that builders are not advertising smart
home technology.

Further research should seek to find out why.

Have builders

advertised in the past without results? Would advertising smart home features result in
an increased number of sales? Perhaps builders feel that advertising other features in
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their homes is more successful. Builders themselves may not be familiar with how these
technologies work or that they exist. The review of literature found that some home
builders will start to include smart home features when customers start to ask for them.
The Internet Home Alliance (2004) found that 49 percent of home buyers bought at least
one home technology when presented with the option by the home builder. Perhaps the
consumers are not familiar with these technologies themselves. Further research should
seek to give insight on consumers’ and builders’ familiarity of smart home options.
Not fully understood is the impact that wireless devices are making on the
offering of smart home technologies by home builders. A study on the impact of wireless
technologies could be done with a look at how these affect the customer’s desire for a
hard-wired smart home. While wireless devices do not eliminate the demand for smart
home technologies, it could impact where these items are purchased and when they will
be installed.
This study focused on the advertising of builders in newspapers and on their
websites. Perhaps advertising of smart home technology is occurring elsewhere. A study
could be done to look at other forms of advertising such as billboards, yellow pages,
model homes, mailings, or salespersons. If this research was done at a different time of
the years, what would have been the results?
The automotive industry has several similarities with the home building industry.
An automobile is a relatively large investment and often a place where a lot of time is
spent by the consumer. Many new vehicles come standard with individual climate
control and audio systems, security systems, DVD players and so on. A look at the
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automotive industry and its advertising prior to economies of scale could be done in an
attempt to find further insight into possible advertising strategies for the housing industry.
Finally, for most people, the home is the biggest investment that they will make.
The main purpose of a home is to provide shelter for its occupants.

Smart home

technologies are not a necessity of life. Home buyers that receive financing for a home
may be unwilling to finance these options. Greater insight is needed into the demand for
smart home technologies and consumers’ willingness to finance these features. Research
should try to find how much customers are willing to pay for smart home features.
Ultimately, the offering of these items must be profitable for the home builder.
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